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The first story collection from the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller The Memory Keeper's Daughter With The Memory Keeper's Daughter, Kim Edwards touched hearts
across the nation. In this, her first collection of stories-now with three new stories added-she explores the lives of those who exist on the fringes of society: a fire-eater, an
American and his Korean war bride, Madame Curie's maid, and others. Though their tales vary dramatically, each comes up against the barriers of place and circumstance in the
most universal of experiences: the quest to discover and understand the elusive mysteries of love. Transporting readers to exotic locations, this beautiful collection reinforces
Edwards's presence as an extraordinarily gifted writer.
Every mother faces impossible choices. Vaccination is one of the hardest. For single mom Kate O’Hara, there was no decision to make. Her daughter, Rosie, is one of a small
percentage of children who can’t be vaccinated against measles. All Kate can do is hope that her little girl is safe. For mommy blogger Madeleine Cooper, vaccination was a leap
of faith she wasn’t prepared to take. She and her husband declined controversial measles shots for their daughter Clara. All she can do is pray that it’s the right decision. But
when classmates Clara and Rosie both become sick will Kate pay for Madeleine’s choice? A stunning, addictive and powerful new book club read that explores every mother’s
worst fear and hardest decision from beloved Irish bestselling author Melissa Hill.
As you prepare to become a mother, you face an experience unlike any other in your life. Having a baby will redirect your preferences and pleasures and, most likely, will realign
some of your values.As you undergo this unique psychological transformation, you will be guided by new hopes, fears, and priorities. In a most startling way, having a child will
influence all of your closest relationships and redefine your role in your family's history. The charting of this remarkable, new realm is the subject of this compelling
book.Renowned psychiatrist Daniel N. Stern has joined forces with pediatrician and child psychiatrist Nadia Bruschweiler-Stern and journalist Alison Freeland to paint a
wonderfully evocative picture of the psychology of motherhood. At the heart of The Birth of a Mother is an arresting premise: Just as a baby develops physically in utero and after
birth, so a mother is born psychologically in the many months that precede and follow the birth of her baby.The recognition of this inner transformation emerges from hundreds of
interviews with new mothers and decades of clinical experience. Filled with revealing case studies and personal comments from women who have shared this experience, this
book will serve as an invaluable sourcebook for new mothers, validating the often confusing emotions that accompany the development of this new identity. In addition to
providing insight into the unique state of motherhood, the authors touch on related topics such as going back to work, fatherhood, adoption, and premature birth.During
pregnancy, mothers-to-be talk about morning sickness and their changing bodies, and new mothers talk about their exhaustion, the benefits of nursing or bottle-feeding, and the
dilemma of whether or when they should return to work. And yet, they can be strangely mute about the dramatic and often overwhelming changes going on in their inner lives.
Finally, with The Birth of a Mother, these powerful feelings are eloquently put into words.
Al contrario di quanto avviene solitamente nei romanzi del genere noir, gli eroi in questo libro di delitti e misteri agiscono alla luce del luminoso sole di Grecia. Storie del tutto imprevedibili, che
avvengono ora nella casa accanto, ora nelle bianche isole greche o talvolta nelle azzurre profondit del mare. Tra i misteri e i codici del teatro antico, o sul sedile di una rossa Ferrari, alla fine
matura sempre un atroce delitto. Lassassino sa il perch! La signora Gilda si impossessa della Casa degli oleandri; Nassos rincorre Lauto rossa delle donne di facebook; davanti al faro
dellisola di Paros, sotto locchio della telecamera della CNN avviene la scoperta di un singolare delitto; Oreste nellantico teatro di Epidauro indaga i misteri di Asclepio e trova la sua Elena. Un
rasta va alla ricerca dei segreti della sirena tra le rocce della fortezza veneziana di Monenvassia; il marinaio Mimis decide di porre fine allangoscia che gli procurano i sofismi del Maestro;
Uninnocua amicizia entra nella vita di un marito geloso. Visita il sito libro: www.thekillerknowswhy.com
The I, Claudius author’s “lightning sharp interpretations and insights . . . are here brought to bear with equal effectiveness on the Book of Genesis” (Kirkus Reviews). This is a comprehensive
look at the stories that make up the Old Testament and the Jewish religion, including the folk tales, apocryphal texts, midrashes, and other little-known documents that the Old Testament and
the Torah do not include. In this exhaustive study, Robert Graves provides a fascinating account of pre-Biblical texts that have been censored, suppressed, and hidden for centuries, and which
now emerge to give us a clearer view of Hebrew myth and religion than ever. Venerable classicist and historian Robert Graves recounts the ancient Hebrew stories, both obscure and familiar,
with a rich sense of storytelling, culture, and spirituality. This book is sure to be riveting to students of Jewish or Judeo-Christian history, culture, and religion.
Goethe, Le affinità elettive • Austen, Orgoglio e pregiudizio • Manzoni, I promessi sposi • Melville, Moby Dick • Flaubert, Madame Bovary • Dostoevskij, Delitto e castigo • Wilde, Il ritratto di
Dorian Gray Edizioni integrali Geniale rappresentazione della disgregazione della società aristocratica settecentesca e del tramonto di un mondo, Le affinità elettive di Goethe cela in sé, sotto
apparenze semplicissime, una malinconica riflessione sulla potenza dell’eros e sull’irreversibile scorrere del tempo, ma anche sul contrasto tra natura e istituzioni dell’uomo. Orgoglio e
pregiudizio è certamente l’opera più popolare e più famosa di Jane Austen: la storia delle cinque sorelle Bennet e dei loro corteggiatori, è un vero e proprio long-seller, ineccepibile per
l’equilibrio della struttura narrativa e lo stile terso e smagliante. Vertice della letteratura italiana, la storia di Renzo e Lucia, don Abbondio e padre Cristoforo, don Rodrigo e l’Innominato ha
appassionato generazioni di lettori, tanto che I promessi sposi di Manzoni occupa ancora oggi un posto del tutto speciale nelle biblioteche d’Italia. Moby Dick è l’opera più celebre
dell’Ottocento americano: grande romanzo del mare, narra la drammatica sfida del Capitano Achab alla Balena Bianca, colosso marino ma anche creatura metafisica, figurazione
dell’inconoscibile. La storia della caccia alla Balena Bianca diviene un’allegoria del destino dell’uomo. La pubblicazione di Madame Bovary fu il primo e più clamoroso caso di pubblica
censura ai danni di un’opera moderna: la Emma di Flaubert divenne immediatamente il simbolo del disagio e dell’insofferenza borghese, vittima della sua stessa smaniosa irrequietezza. Uno
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dei più grandi capolavori della narrativa russa (e quindi di ogni tempo e Paese), Delitto e castigo è di sicuro il più celebre dei romanzi di Dostoevskij: il giovane Raskòlnikov uccide una vecchia
usuraia, ma è tormentato dalla coscienza della colpa e del proprio fallimento. Il ritratto di Dorian Gray è considerato il romanzo simbolo del decadentismo e dell’estetismo. In esso Wilde dà
vita a un mito destinato all’immortalità: il sogno di possedere un ritratto che invecchi al suo posto, assumendo i segni del tempo, diviene per Dorian Gray una paradossale, terribile realtà.
In this book the bestselling author and psychoanalyst Massimo Recalcati offers a fundamental re-examination of what ‘being a mother’ means today, in a world where new social and sexual freedoms mean
that motherhood is no longer the sole destiny of women. Questioning the belief that a mother’s love is natural and unconditional, he paints a more complex and troubling picture of the mother–child
relationship, observing that mothers may even resent their children as a result of unresolved conflicts between different dimensions of love. The mother’s hands not only nurture but can also potentially harm.
Recalcati argues that it is precisely in these competing demands that motherhood fulfils its function: only if the mother is ‘not-all-mother’ can a child experience the absence that enables it to access the
symbolic and cultural world. Recalcati cuts through conventional wisdom to offer a fresh perspective on the changing nature of motherhood today. An international bestseller, this book will appeal to a wide
general readership, as well as to students and scholars of gender studies, psychoanalysis and related disciplines.
The short story writers featured in this brief anthology – all established figures on the Italian literary scene – have been specifically chosen as being representative of the various geographical regions in the
Italian peninsula, ranging from Ginzburg, Pavese and Soldati (Piedmont), Colombi Guidotti and Guareschi (Emilia Romagna region), Tozzi (Tuscany), D’Annunzio (Abruzzi region) and Moravia (Lazio region)
to Pirandello and Verga (Sicily) and Deledda (Sardinia). Twelve of these literary masters’ very best novelle – richly diverse both thematically and stylistically – can be read in the original, unabridged Italian
with parallel English translations, accompanied by a brief account of the life and literary achievements of each writer, as well as a few notes on the context in which the narrative was written and some relevant
features of theme and content. The novelle themselves, originally published in Italy between 1880 (marking the publication of Verga’s La lupa) and 1971 (the year of the publication of Soldati’s Una donna
comprensiva), span almost a whole century. Although presented in chronological order of publication – being self-contained racconti – they can be read in any order. All of them lend themselves to the leitmotif
of the collection: that of a woman as the central character (D’Annunzio’s Candia, the Princess in Deledda’s fairy-tale, Pirandello’s Mommina, gnà Pina in Verga’s story, etc.). Two of the writers, Grazia
Deledda and Natalia Ginzburg, are themselves women writing about women. The anthology, on the one hand, offers readers the opportunity to savour a few delights of Italian literature and culture, and, on
the other, promotes effective language learning through a wide spectrum of language and styles. While remaining faithful to the originals, the translations lay emphasis on readability and fluency, thus making
their perusal a pleasurable experience in itself. In addition, the stories in this collection will certainly stimulate further interest in Italian literature.
Nel corso del XX secolo abbiamo assistito a una drammatica diminuzione dell’allattamento al seno in favore di quello basato sul latte artificiale. Una domanda sorge spontanea: quali implicazioni può avere
questo cambiamento di stile di vita sullo sviluppo e la salute psico-fisica del bambino? È vero che poter allattare è solo una questione di fortuna oppure sono altri i motivi che inducono tantissime madri a
ritenere (erroneamente) di non avere abbastanza latte o che questo non sia adeguato? "Tutte le mamme hanno il latte" vuole dare una risposta a queste e mille altre domande sull’allattamento, illustrando in
modo esauriente i tanti motivi che all'oggi conducono moltissime madri a ricorrere al latte artificiale. Appoggiandosi su un linguaggio scorrevole e alla portata di tutti, il libro propone un’ananisi documentata e
accurata sull’impatto che l'alimentazione nei primi anni di vita ha sulla salute del bambino, riportando le più recenti raccomandazioni di affermati professionisti e le azioni intraprese da istituzioni e
associazioni a livello italiano e europeo. "Tutte le mamme hanno il latte" ti invita a riscoprire una pratica naturale, accessibile, economica, piacevole e soprattutto salutare per i bambini, le famiglie e il pianeta.
Il libro però non si rivolge soltanto a genitori e futuri genitori, ma anche a educatori, medici, operatori sanitari e a tutti coloro che hanno a che fare con mamme e bimbi piccoli, come anche a chiunque sia
interessato a temi di salute pubblica e consumo consapevole. Paola Negri si occupa di allattamento da oltre 15 anni. Ha allattato peroltre 10 anni i suoi 4 figli, è stata consulente volontaria per La Leche
League Italia e successivamente è diventata consulente professionale IBCLC ed Educatrice Perinatale, lavorando con donne in attesa e madri, e nella formazione specifica rivolta a gruppi di auto-aiuto e a
operatori sanitari. Opera da anni in associazioni come MAMI e IBFAN Italia (di dui e presidente), in attività di sostegno, promozione e protezione dell’allattamento. Si occupa inoltre di decrescita e di
alimentazione. Questo è il suo primo libro, a cui ne sono seguiti altri due sull’allattamento (Sapore di mamma, Il leone verde, 2009 e Allattare, un gesto d’amore, Bonomi, 2005, coautrice Tiziana Catanzani),
euno sull’alimentazione dei bambini e della famiglia (W la pappa!, Apogeo 2010)

"The liveliness of Ms. Gregory's translation . . . reminds me anew what a marvelous window these letters offer into the experience of a past world."—Dale Kent, author of The Rise
of the Medici
Once Bukowski was asked: “Do you believe in God?” He replied: “No, I believe only in horses. I do not know why we always realize things when it is too late. I’ve also bet on
horses for a period. But, differently from Bukowski whom I respect so much, I quit horses and bet on God. Really, I think it is for this faith that I found myself with my back against
the wall. “Against the wall” was the first title I wanted to give to this book. There are a lot of people in the world: tramps, prisoners, all types of emarginated people who are
alienated just because, in my opinion, they do not manage to keep pace with a cheering occidental cult of efficiency, to keep up with the rules for which the society, the system
did not forgive them. But Christ said: “I came to the world for the ill, not for the sane”. Thus, is it really true the last will be the first? Maybe, if, as far as I know, a probable God
does not consider things the way people do. Anyway, what I have never understood is: there is a baby born from Gypsies and there is another one born from a rich American
family. What is the fault of the first one whose destiny is immediately signed? A mystery! So, “A Gemstone in the Rock”, in its essential message, is an invitation to bet on God
as it is the only chance we have in our life. It is also an invitation to pray—to pray more often during the day. Even at work. But without putting the entertainment aside: it gives
colours to our life. That’s why the title is “A Gemstone in the Rock”: life is nothing but a precious stone in the rock: you can observe it in its splendour but you cannot take it with
your naked hands. As far as the emarginated people are concerned, let us help them bearing in mind that, differently from what the main part of respectable Catholics think, to
help them is not at all a walk of pleasure. I say it with a poem: “How much pain I get for a kiss to a poor wretch!” “This book has got a particular: it is like a human being in the
course of his life with it’s high and low moments between faith and total loss of courage”. P.S. As far as my poem “Now” (“Faith”) is concerned, for a question of a dramaturgic
effect I left the sequence of the passion events according to my poetic license”. Have a good time reading! Sincerely, Donato Placido This book was born as a synthesis of our
writings, our thoughts and vision of the world. I made Donato’s acquaintance while he was focused on hypotheses of a staged version of a Pirandello’s play. His poetry
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published and appreciated in Italy, inspired me. I proposed to him being published abroad. I read Donato’s material thoroughly and put it in a sequence (I would rather say I had
to cut it like a movie: his writings evoke movie-like images). This book owes to me its structure, order and some chapters: trilogy “Loneliness of Light” I wrote on the basis of
apocryphal Gospels found in the Dead Sea in 2004, in particular, Judas’ and Magdalene’s Gospels. However, the dialogue between Judas and Magdalene (staged in 2006 in
Moscow at an international festival of directing plays) and Magdalene’s monologue are of pure intuition (or, if we prefer so, of artistic invention). Other book parts of which I am
the author are: the dialogue “Puppets of freedom” inspired by “Danton’s Death” by Georg Büchner, extracts from Disillusions (money, power, female love), extracts from
Absence and silence (“The end of the world”, “Silence, loneliness and . . .”), the whole chapter of “Encounter” (which is Donato’s novel of the same name I put in a nutshell
and in blank verse) and my poem on a true love, “Till the darkness”. In a human life everyone passes from happiness to despair, from the idea of God dissolved in everything to
the idea of his absence, one stakes on the material goods accumulation, on power, on love, even on the idea of freedom—but then one notices all these concepts are only
illusions, just glimpses
Studying Language through Literature invites readers to reconsider the opportunity represented by literary texts for language-related purposes. Despite the close relationship
between literature and language in educational contexts, literature is frequently associated with teaching practices which have been judged to be unsuccessful. Subsequently,
texts of the non-literary type are preferred, on the basis that they are ‘authentic’ and closer to ‘real’ language. The everlasting relationship between language and literature is
here reassessed starting from two assumptions: literature is the expression of an emphasized perception of reality – be it private, collective, or pertaining to a certain
temporal/spatial context; and literary language is language in its utmost form. Following an outline of the philosophy that governs the book, each chapter presents specific
insights on the use of the various different literary genres: namely, fiction, poetry and drama. The opportunities offered by translation in the foreign language classroom constitute
a recurrent theme throughout the book, although Chapter 5 is entirely devoted to translation criticism. The closing pages put forward a few reflections on assessment. While
offering some food for thought in order to reassess the role of literature in the language class, this book puts together ideas, considerations and suggestions from which the
reader is free to pick, mix and adjust, exploiting them to her/his greatest benefit.
"With empathy and keen insight, Sally Hepworth delivers a page-turning novel about the complex, lovely, and even heartbreaking relationships between mothers and daughters.—Emily Gifin
Three generations of women Secrets in the present and from the past A captivating tale of life, loss, and love...Neva Bradley, a third-generation midwife, is determined to keep the details
surrounding her own pregnancy—including the identity of the baby's father— hidden from her family and co-workers for as long as possible. Her mother, Grace, finds it impossible to let this
secret rest. The more Grace prods, the tighter Neva holds to her story, and the more the lifelong differences between private, quiet Neva and open, gregarious Grace strain their relationship.
For Floss, Neva's grandmother and a retired midwife, Neva's situation thrusts her back sixty years in time to a secret that eerily mirrors her granddaughter's—one which, if revealed, will have
life-changing consequences for them all. As Neva's pregnancy progresses and speculation makes it harder and harder to conceal the truth, Floss wonders if hiding her own truth is ultimately
more harmful than telling it. Will these women reveal their secrets and deal with the inevitable consequences? Or are some secrets best kept hidden?
SOON TO BE A NETFLIX LIMITED SERIES 'Fidelity thrilled me, made me think and moved me deeply. It manages to be as deep as any literature and as irresistible as any gossip. A brilliant
work by a brilliant writer' Jonathan Safran Foer 'A gripping novel exploring the tensions in an apparently idyllic marriage, where a couple in their thirties is tested by their attraction to others,
and by their own accumulation of desires and disappointments' Financial Times 'A writer of pure excellence' Emmanuel Carrère 'Cuts right through to the darkness of our inner lives' Roberto
Saviano Carlo, a part-time professor of creative writing, and Margherita, an architect-turned-real estate-agent: a happily married couple in their mid-thirties, perfectly attuned to each other's
restlessness. They are in love, but they also harbour desires that stray beyond the confines of their bedroom: Carlo longs for the quiet beauty of one of his students, Sofia; Margherita
fantasises about the strong hands of her physiotherapist, Andrea. But it is love, with its unassuming power, which ultimately pulls them from the brink, aided by Margherita's mother Anna, the
couple's anchor and lighthouse - a wise, proud seamstress hiding her own disappointments. But after eight years of repressed desires and the birth of a son, when the past resurfaces in the
form of books sent anonymously, will love be enough to save them? A #1 International Bestseller Winner of the Premio Strega Giovani Shortlisted for the Premio Strega 'Powerful, delicate,
exquisite' Claudio Magris 'Masterful... The ending is just as good as that of Joyce's The Dead' Corriere della Sera 'You'll feel like taking refuge in this book and never leaving its confines' La
Stampa 'With all-encompassing writing, Marco Missiroli opens the rooms of his characters and the streets of Milan, the thoughts and the concealed desires, makes dialogue and silences
reverberate with the spontaneity of great narrators' Il Foglio
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